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 Brands I encountered in Singapore

 Dranetz

 Fluke

 Hioki

 Elspec

 Unipower



 Small memory size in terms of MB

 Most are up to 256 samples per cycle

 Not all are IEC 61000-4-30 Class A



 Upgraded Memory - now in terms of GB

 > 256 samples per cycle;  many 512 s/c

 Class A products with also Class ‘S’ variants

 Also some comes with IP65 versions



 For the Utility (at present), 
there is no fixed 
PQ monitoring at Low Voltage

 PQ data via PQ portable sets

 Getting PQ data at LV usually comes

 Pre-planned routine sampling measurement; 
sampling different areas of Singapore, 
> 7-days at a time

 Prior to connection of some large Grid-Tied Solar 
or new ‘technologies’

 A complaint from Customer



 At the Customer-end, PQ monitoring is 
usually only requested upon after something 
‘bad’ happened

 Equipment found damaged / malfunctioned

 Unknown tripping of circuit breakers / relays



 Other reasons,

 Utility requested the Customer to provide such 
data (eg. Prior and after connection of a Grid-
Tied Solar PV > 1MWac)

 Vendors of some specialized equipment (eg
medical diagnostics equipment) 
requesting a PQ audit prior to
connection of their equipment

 Still rare for request to conduct as
part of a PQ study
eg- add-on major VSD loads



 For the Utility

 PQMS 

 Covering 4 different voltage levels
 400kV

 230kV

 66kV

 22kV

 Mainly for the reporting of voltage 
dip values and statistics, particularly 
for faults in the Customer’s electrical 
installation.

87 – 173 - 190

9.9%? 10.1?









 Fault Prevention

 Fault Analysis

 ‘Double-faults’ – 2 faults occurring within ms of 
each other

 Detecting ‘sluggish’ protection relay operations



 Detection of developing & self-clearing faults

 Usually half/quarter-a-cycle events

 Sign of ‘impending’ doom

 Earth Fault indications 
in ring circuit

 On-site Partial discharge 
measurements detected 
the root cause, shutdown 
and repair before it develops 
into a full-blown fault Half-cycle phase to ground fault; 

extinguished at natural zero crossing of current
Too fast for protection to operate
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75MVA transformer’s load



• EFI indicated 
in ring circuit
• No load drop
• No trips

Developed 
into a 
‘full-blown’ 
fault within 
a day and 
caused a 
voltage dip
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2
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1. First transformer faulted on 
L2-earth, causing voltage rise 
(L1 & L3), causing second 
transformer to fault on L1-
earth

2. Fault on second transformer 
developed into 3 phase fault. 
Voltage dip during this fault 
‘extinguished’ 
L2-earth fault on first 
transformer.

3. 3 phase fault cleared. 
Voltage recovered, first 
transformer redeveloped a 
L2-earth fault

4. L2-earth fault cleared 
(~550ms)

3



 Customer Side

 Typically,  a ‘Value-Added’ feature integrated 
into the Building Management System (BMS) or 
Energy Monitoring Systems

 Mainly for Energy and Load Benchmarking

 Monitors w waveform capture, usually only 
placed at Main Incomers

 Downstream are usually power meters with basic 
PQ (Eg. THD)



$$$ - Potential Revenue / Savings $$$ - ???

 Track energy and load 
usage;
- optimize operations
- spare capacity = 
more new tenants

 Track loading on 
generator-backed 
supply;
- spare for ‘VIP’ 
customers

 Track PQ parameters
- harmonic trends, 
VTHD, ITHD
- V/ I unbalance
- flicker

 Events monitoring
- Voltage Dips
- Faults



 Facilities with properly developed and well-
maintained systems benefit greatly

 In supply restoration

 Usage of PQ data (eg. THD, Unbalance, etc) 
for operational decisions  - not widely 
practised

 After warranty lapses, normally the PQ 
portion becomes neglected



 Electronic Trip Unit trips randomly

 No actual fault

 PQMS assisted greatly in
supply restoration

 Less time wasted
in conducting checks
etc



~750ms



ISSUES WITH THE TIME SCALE
20 cycles (50Hz) ~ 2000ms??

Example of a Poorly Maintained PQMS



 Voltage Dip

 Harmonics

 New Emerging Technologies

 Grid-Tied Solar PV

 Energy Storage Systems

 Electric Vehicles



Similar to any utility in other parts of the world, the Regulator 
penalizes the Utility based on the no. of faults occurred in its 
electrical networks.

Thus the Utility here invests heavily in condition monitoring 
techniques / equipment and other initiatives in cable damage 
prevention





Registered Earthworks 
Supervisor Scheme



Earth Rod Sunk Into Transmission Cable

Caused a 
voltage dip 
of about 50% & 

‘seen’ by ¼ of 

Singapore



 At Customer-end, its still the sensitive 
semiconductor related industries which are 
at risk / most concerned with voltage dips

 Production areas

 Facilities (chiller systems in particular)

 Continual education on mitigation measures 
available on Customer-End is recommended

 New engineers

 Senior engineers retiring



• 4 main wafer fabrication parks
• 14 silicon wafer fab plants
•~20 semiconductor assembly & test operations





 The Utility tracks 22kV to 400kV harmonic 
trends from the PQMS System.

 The Utility tracks LV harmonic trends from 
the pre-planned routine measurement 
samples

 Harmonics usually play ‘2nd fiddle’ to voltage 
dips
 Voltage dips are directly-related to electrical 

faults

 Everywhere in the world, Utilities are penalized 
when there are faults in their networks



Half-Sized Neutral





 Voltage Total Harmonic Distortion (VTHD)

 Individual Odd Voltage Harmonic

 Individual Even Voltage Harmonic

 A very generalized requirement on the voltage 
quality; whatever the customer do; it must not 
result in the voltage quality to deviates from the 
above limits

 No limits provided on current harmonics

 Practically, it means “first-come-first-served”. 
The last to be connected; will have the least 
amount of current harmonic it can contribute to 
the Grid



 Harmonics is on the up-trend in most of the 
22kV distribution networks

 Has led to parts of the medium voltage 
network (22kV) to see exceeding limits of 
the harmonic voltages

 Particularly the 5th order

 It will/has becomes a challenge for the Grid 
Operator to find out & trace the ‘significant’ 
contributor





2009 to 2013



Type LV  INTAKE FROM 
UTILITY 
POWERGRID

MV INTAKE
LV –
Customer Owned 
Network

Residential 1.12 – 3.57 -

Commercial 1.2 – 2.96 1.32 – 4.13

Industrial 1.5 – 4.3 1.21 – 9.5

Utility LV: 5% IEEE519: 8%
IEC61000-2-4: 
5%(Class 1), 8%(Class 2),10%(Class 3)

VTHD 
Limits



 IEC 60076-1

 Normal Service Conditions



Voltage and Current Based Limits Imposed on Building Occupants



 Grid-Tied Solar PV

 Energy Storage Systems

 Electric Vehicles





Total Generation Capacity: ~ 13000 MW





Voltage-based Limits



PQ parameters tested at Product (Inverter) Level



PQ parameters tested at Product (Inverter) Level



 Earlier studies and surveys showed PQ was 
generally ok in most of the installations

 Ensuring inverter used is type-tested 
(eg. passes UK ER G83, G59 etc)

 Ensuring total accumulative contributions 
(harmonics, DC injection) were within tolerable 
values  - combination of engineering calculations 
and site measurements



 In recent times, have encountered a few 
cases, whereby the voltages recorded were 
persistently above +6% of 230V (>243.8V), in 
LV networks whereby there are Grid-Tied 
Solar PV(s) connected.

 “No-Load” Voltage at
Tap 2 is approx. 244V

May need to lower 
to Tap 1 or impose a 
cap on the amount 
of PV connected
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Test-beds / trials are being 
conducted at both Utility-level and 
Consumer-level



 No. of EV increased significantly with the 
introduction of the electric-car sharing 
service by BlueSG early this year.









Impacts to Grid

Impacts From Grid



 Equipment
PQ monitoring devices (portables, fixed) are 
now cheaper with upgraded features (better)

 Knowledge
PQ Education - A continual process

 Application
- Require some framework for economic 
justifications
- Usage of PQ data for operational decisions 
remains exclusive to few 

- A comprehensive power quality management 
programme is essential at all levels



Thank you for your kind attention.

Questions ?


